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Abstract : When we ask about the impact of rising architectural façade in improving the terms physical urban ambiance inside
the free space for urban fabric. Considered as bringing back life and culture values and civilization to these cities. And This will
be the theme of this search. Where we have conducted the study about the relationship that connects the empty and full of in
the urban fabric in terms of the density construction and the architectural elevation of its façade to street view. In this
framework, we adopted in the methodology of this research the technical field experience. And according to three types of
Street engineering(H≥2W, H=W, H≤0.5W). Where we conducted a field to raise the values of the physical ambiance according
to three main axes of ambiance. The first axe 1 - Thermal ambiance. Where the temperature values were collected, relative
humidity, wind speed, temperature of surfaces (the outer wall-ground). The second axe 2- Visual ambiance. Where we took the
values of natural lighting levels during the daytime. The third axe 3- Acoustic ambiance . Where we take sound values during
the entire day. That experience, which lasted for three consecutive days, and through six stations of measuring, where it has
been one measuring station for each type of the street engineering and in two different way street. Through the obtained
results and with the comparison of those values. We noticed the difference between this values and the three type of street
engineering. Where the difference the calorific values of air equal 4 ° C , in terms of the visual ambiance the difference in the
direct lighting natural periods amounted six hours between the three types of street engineering. As well in terms of sound
ambience, registered a difference in values of up 15 (db) between the three types. This difference in values indicates The
impact of rising architectural façade in improving the physical urban ambiance within the free field - street- for urban fabric.
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